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14 Claims. 

The present invention relates to devices for 
lifting fluid in an oil or water well by use of gas 
or air under pressure and the primary object of 
the invention is to provide a lift for oil Wells 

5 which is automatic in its operation to lift the 
liquid in slugs from the well. 
A further object of the invention is to pro 

vide a gas lift for oil wells equipped with a tubing 
and casing, wherein fluid is permitted to build 

10 up to a predetermined level in the tubing and 
then gas or air automatically injected into the 
bottom of the tubing for expelling the entrapped 
fluid in the tubing as a Solid slug, the gas Or air 
being automatically shut off after the slug has 

15 been lifted to permit fluid to again enter the 
tubing. 
A further object resides in the novel control ar 

rangement for alternately admitting fluid and 
gas into the tubing whereby no gas will be used 

20 between lifts and gas is Only admitted to the 
tubing when a slug of fluid is being lifted. 
A still further object is to provide a gas lift de 

vice which is applicable to various types of oil 
Wells without requiring any special tubing, and 

25 wherein the volume of gas to be used to lift the 
slug of fluid need only be equal to the volume of 
the tubing. 
Other objects and advantages of the invention 

will be apparent from the following detailed de 
30 scription, taken in connection with the accom 

panying drawings forming a part of this specifi 
cation and in which drawings:- 

Figure 1 is a vertical section thru a casing 
equipped well provided with the improved lift. 

35 Figure 2 is an enlarged fragmentary vertical 
section thru the tubing and control valve with 
the parts in position as when fluid is entering 
the bottom of the tubing. 

Figure 3 is a view similar to Figure 2 but show 
40 ing the parts in a position such as when the co 

umn of fluid in the tubing is being lifted. 
Figure 4 is a still further enlarged fragmentary 

vertical Sectional view thru the control valve 
means with parts in a position as in Figure 2. 

45 Figure 5 is a transverse section on the line 
5-5 of Figure 4. 

In the drawings and wherein similar reference 
characters designate corresponding parts thru 
out the several views, the well embodies the usual 

50 tubular well casing 6 which may extend from 
the ground Surface to any required depth and is 
sealed off at its upper end by a suitable head or 
cap 7. Arranged within the casing. 6 is a tubing 
or flow string 8 having its upper end extending 

55 with a sealed joint thru the head 7, Connected 

(Cl 103-234) 
to the lower end of the tubing 8 is a fluid actu 
ated control valve device A and with which is 
operatively connected a control valve means B, 
Connected to the upper end of the tubing 8 is 

a volume tank 9 having sufficient capacity to 5 
hold the volume of fluid lifted in one stroke of the 
lift and of such strength as to withstand the full 
pressure in the well casing 6. Interposed in the 
line between the upper end of the tubing 8 and 
the tank 9 is a valve fo which may be closed to 10 
shut of the upper end of the tubing when de 
sired. Communicating with the tank 9 is a flow 
line if in which is provided an adjustable choke 
f2 for regulating the rate of flow from the tank 
into the flow line. A by-pass 3 connects the 15 
upper end of the casing 6 with the upper end of 
the tubing 8 and is provided with a valve f4 
which may be opened when desired for equalizing 
the pressure in the casing and tubing. Opening 
into the upper end of the casing 6 is an inlet 20 
pipe 5 whereby gas or air under pressure may 
be injected into the casing from some external 
Source when the natural gas pressure on the well 
is too. low or at too small a volume to flow the 
well naturally. 25 

Referring now to the construction of the fluid 
actuated control valve device A, the same pref 
erably comprises a tubular valve body 6 secured 
axially to the lower end of the tubing 8 in any 
preferred manner and closed adjacent its 30 
upper end by a top wall 7. The lower end of the 
valve body f6 is left open and has connected there 
to a sand trap 8 of any required length to suit 
the particular operating conditions of the well. 
Provided adjacent the central portion of the valve 35 
body f6 is an internal upwardly tapering annular 
valve seat f 9 and upon which a vertically movable 
valve disc 20 is adapted to seat for shutting off 
communication above and below the valve Seat. 
This valve seat 9 divides the tubular valve body 40 
into upper and lower cylinder portions 2 and 22 
respectively which align axially with the valveseat. 
Arranged in the upper cylinder 2 is a close fitting 
upper piston 23 provided with sealing rings 24, 
while arranged in the lower cylinder 22 is a close 45 
fitting lower piston 25 provided with sealing rings 
26. Arranged in the lower cylinder 22 in spaced 
relation below the lower piston 25 is a valve piston 
27 provided with a series of ports 28 providing 
communication above and below the valve piston. 50 
The elements 23, 20, 25 and 27 are all connected 
in tandem and in fixed spaced apart relation by 
a shaft 29 so that these elements all move as a 
unit. Arranged in the upper cylinder 2 above 
the piston 23 is an expansion coil spring 30 having 55 



O 

s 

20 

2 
One end acting upon the top wall and its op 
posite end acting upon the piston 23 whereby the 
assembly of pistOns and valve disc are normally 
urged downwardly for engaging the valve disc 
20 upon its seat 9. The compression spring 30 
acts to regulate the quantity of fluid lifted at each 
stroke as will be more fully described. 

Providing communication between the lower end 
of the tubing 8 and the upper portion of the sand 
trap f8 is a pipe 3 which at its lower end 
provides a port 32 opening into the lower cylinder 
22 just below the lowermost point of movement of 
the valve piston 27. The upper end of the pipe 
3 opens thru a port 33 into the tubing 8 just 
above the top wall f of the valve body f6. Pro 
viding Communication between the pipe 3 and the 
lower cylinder 22 above the pistOn 25 is a pipe 34 
in which is provided a ball check valve 35 per 
mitting flow in a direction only from the cylinder 
22 into the pipe 3. The port 36 of the pipe 34 
opens into the cylinder 22 at a point above the 

permost limit of movement of the lower piston 
Opening into the lower cylinder 22 is an intake 

port 37 with which an intake pipe 38 communi 
cates. This intake pipe 38 is provided with a ball 
check valve 39 which allows fluid to flow only 

30 

35 

45 

50 

55 

70 

s 

into the port 37. The lower end of the pipe 38 
is internally threaded for threaded reception of 
a choke nipple 40. By substituting choke nipples 
having various sized holes drilled therethru, the 
rate of pumping may be regulated by increasing 
or decreasing the rate at which fluid may enter 
thru the choke nipple and pass into the tubing 
thru the pipe 3. As will be observed in Figure 
2, when fluid is entering the tubing 8, the intake 
port 3 is uncovered so that the fluid may pass 
thru the port 28 to the pipe 3. 
Opening into the upper cylinder 2 above the 

upper limit of movement of the piston 23 is a port 
4, while the opening into the lower portion of the 
cylinder 2 above the valve disc 20 when engaging 
upon its seat f9, is a port 42. 
Communicating at its lower end with the port 

42 and extending vertically within the casing 6 
to a point adjacent the upper end of the casing, 
is a gas line or pipe 43 being open at its upper 
end. t 

The contro valve means B is associated With 
the tubing 8 and gasline 43 adjacent the upper end 
of the casing 6 and embodies a preferably tubular 
shell 44 interposed in and forming a portion of 
the pipe 43. The lower portion of the shell 44 
is reduced to provide an internal annular shoulder 
45 and below this shoulder with a second shoulder 
46. This shell or casing 44 as will be observed is 
of greater diameter than the internal diameter of 
the pipe 43, and provides at its upper end an an 
nular flange 4. IOOSely fitting within the casing 
44 is a bobber 48 adapted to be forced downwardly 
by gas passing downwardly thru the pipe 43 and 
being of Such construction as to permit free 
passage of gas when in the down position. The 
bobber 48 embodies a cone 49 arranged with its 
base uppermost and provided with a series of 
radially extending fins 50 which co-act with the 
shell 44 to retain the bobber in an upright posi 
tion as the bobber moves vertically in the shell. 
Arranged in the lower end of the shell 44 is a com 
pression spring 5 which acts between the 
shoulder 46 and the under side of the bobber for 
normally urging the bobber upwardly against the 
annular fange 4. 

Referring particularly to Figure 5 showing the 
relative size of the bobber 48 to the inside diame 
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ter of the pipe 43 and shell 44, the area of the san 
nular space between the inner wall of the shell 
44 and the base of the cone 49 is greater than the 
cross sectional area of the pipe 43. As in Figures 
4 and 5, it will be seen that the base of the cone 4 
has a diameter greater than the internal di 
ameter of the pipe 43, and abuts against the under 
side of the annular fange 47. - 

Extending vertically at one side of the pipe 48 
with its upper end closed and its lower end open- 10 
ing into the shell 44 thru the top annular flange 
47 thereof, is a small cylinder 52 having a port 58 
at its upper end opening into the pipe 43. Wer 
tically movable in the cylinder 22 is a piston 5 
which is circumferentially recessed intermediately 15 
of its ends as at 55. The lower end of the piston 
54 bears upon the base of the cone 49 whereby 
the piston and bobber may move together. Act 
ing upon the upper end of the piston 54 is a com 
pression spring 56 which acts to normally urge 20 
the piston downwardly upon the cone 49. The 
compression spring 5 is of such strength as to 
justlift the bobber 48 against the tension of Spring 
56. 
Opening into the tubing 8 at a point well above 25 

the height of the fluid in the tubing before being 
ejected, is a port 57. Communicating at its upper 
end with the port 57 is a control pressure line 5 
the lower end of which opens thru the port 4 
into the upper end of the cylinder 2. Opening 30 
at one end into the control line 58 is a cylinder 59 
in which is arranged a gas tight piston 60. Se 
cured to one side of the piston 60 is a stem 6 car 
rying a cone valve 62 adapted to engage upon a 
seat 63 for closing off communication thru the 36 
pipe 58. The piston 60 is normally urged up 
wardly or in a direction for unseating the valve 
62 by a compression spring 64. 
A pair of small piston control tubes 65 and 6 

serve to carry pressure for actuating the piston 60. 40 
The control tube 65 opens at one end into the 
upper end of the cylinder 59 and at its opposite 
end opens thru a port 6 into the central portion 
of the cylinder 52. The control tube 66 has one 
end opening into the control line 58 and at its 45 
opposite end opens thru a port 68 into the cylinder 
52. The ports 67 and 68 are S0 spaced longi 
tudinally of the cylinder 52 as to be in communi 
cation with one another by means of the circum 
ferential recess 55 when the piston 54 is in its 50 
upper position, and to have the port 68 closed by 
the upper end portion of the piston when the pis 
ton is in its downward limit of movement and the 
port 57 having communication above the piston 54 
and thru the port 53 with the gas line 43. 55 
Arranged at a suitable location in the casing 6 

above the control valve device A is a packer 70 
which forms a gas tight seal within the casing 
about the tubing 8 and the pipes 43 and 58. This 
packer will onlybe required for usein wels where ' 
gas is injected into the casing thru the pipe 5 
from some source other than the producing forma 
tion. This packer serves to keep back pressure 
off of the producing sands when artificial gas 
pressure is used for the lift. - 65 

Referring now to the manner in which the ap 
paratus operates when an artificial gas pressure 
is required for lifting the fluid in the tubing 8, in 
the starting position, the valve O is fully open, 
the valve 4 closed and the choke 2 partially 70 
Open. Gas under Suitable pressure is injected into 
the casing 6 thru the pipe 5 and is retained under 
pressure in the casing above the packer 70. This 
gas pressure in the casing is transmitted thru the 
gasline 43 and thru the port 42 into the space be 
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20 

full casing pressure is in the space. 

choke 2. w 
Since, while fluid is entering the tubing 8, the 
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tween the valve disc 20 and the piston 23 so that 

Since the 
lower side of the piston 23 and the upper face of 
the valve disc 20 are equal.in area, no movement 
will be imparted to the tandem connected pistons 
and valve and the same will be held downwardly 
by the spring 30 and retain the valve disc seated. 
Fluid below the packer 70 may now enter thru 
the choke nipple 40 and raise the check valve 39 
so as to pass thru the intake 37, thrillport 28, port 
32 into the pipe 3 and out of port 33 into the 
bottom of the tubing 8. This will be possible since 
all other spaces connected with the tubing 8 are 
at atmospheric pressure thru the partially opened 

cone valve 63 is open as in Figures 2 and 4, atmos 
pheric pressure is in the space above the pis 
ton 23. 
As the oil or fluid level rises in the tubing 8, a 

pressure will be setup under the piston 25 tending 
to move the piston upwardly and this upward 

5 

45 

50 

60 

65 

movement is prevented from taking place by the 
spring 30 until a given height or head of fluid has 
built up in the tubing. The quantity of fluid lifted 
at each stroke may be varied by varying the 
strength of the spring 30 So that this spring re 
sists opening of the valve disc 2) until a prede 
termined liquid level has been reached in the tub 
ing 8. 
... When a head pressure of the fluid in the tub 
ing 8 acts with sufficient pressure upon the under 
side of the piston 25 so as to move the piston up 
wardly against the tension of the spring 30, the 
valve disc 20 will be raised off its seat as in Figure 
3. Gas pressure in the casing 6 is now immedi 
ately transmitted downwardly thru the pipe, 3 
unseating the bobber 68 and passes thru the port 
32, under valve disc 20, out thru port 36 and un 
seats the ball check 35 where it flows in both di 
rections thru the pipe 3 to the ports 32 and 33. 
Fressure acting thru port 32 passes thru the port 
28 and acts upon the under side of the piston 25 
and holds the valve disc 20 in its raised open posi 
tion. The check valve 39 prevents gas being 
blown out thru the port 37 and this escape of gas. 
is also further prevented by the valve, piston 27 
which acts as an auxiliary shut of valve for the 
port 37 and prevents fluid from entering thru port 
37 while a slug of fluid is being, ejected. It may 
here be well to state that in cases where loose sand 
is very bad, and the rate of production slow, the 
piston 2 may be entirely omitted. When the 
valve disc 2.0 is unseated, the pressure will now be . 
equal on both sides of the piston 25, while the pis 
ton 23 is unbalanced, atmospheric pressure exist 
ing above the piston 23 and gas pressure below the 
piston. This causes the elements of the control 
valve device to move to the position shown in 
Figure 3 SO that the gas under full pressure flows 
into the lower end of the tubing 8 thru the port 33. 
The port S of the control line:58 is arranged at 
an elevation along the casing 8 well above the 
point reached by the fluid in the tubing before 
the valve 2 is lifted from its seat. . . 
Since the valve S2 is unseated while the tubing 

was filling With fluid, atmospheric pressure exists 
in the control line 58. Atmospheric pressure in 

0 
the line 58 permits an atmospheric pressure to 
exist in the cylinder 59 above the piston 60 by 
means of the control tubes 65 and 66 having com 
munication with one another by the circumferen 
tial recess 55 of the piston 54. Thus the space 
above and below the piston 60 is at atmospheric 
pessure and allows for the spring 64 to raise the 

3 
piston and unseat the valve 62. When the valve 
disc 20 is unseated, gas flow travels downwardly 
thru the pipe 43 and the bobber 48 is forced down 
wardly to the position shown in Figure 3 by the 
impact of the gas upon the flat upper face or 5 
base of the cone 49. With the bobber 48 thus 
forced down, the spring 56 moves the piston 54 
downwardly so that the piston portion above the 
circumferential recess 55 closes the port 68 to the 
Control tube 66 and opens the port 67 of the con- 0 
trol tube 65 to the pressure in the gas pipe 43 thru 
the port 53. Pressure in the gas pipe 43 is now 
transmitted thru the control tube 65 into the space 
above the piston 60 and the piston is forced down 
against the tension of the spring 64 and seats the 15 
valve 62 upon the seat 63 which seals off the pres 
Sure in the tubing 8 from the control pressure line 
58....This position of parts is shown in Figure 3 
and the parts remain in this position as long as 
there is gas flowing thru the gas pipe 43 into the 20 
lower end of the tubing 8. , 
When all parts of the apparatus are in the 

position shown in Figure 3, gas is flowing into 
the top end of the gas line 43 and thru the device 
A into the bottom of the tubing 8 under the head 25 
of fluid as previously described. Sufficient gas 
pressure is maintained in the casing 6 so that 
the fluid in the tubing is blown out as a slug and 
not aerated. The fluid slug travels upwardly in 
the tubing 3 thru the open valve 0 and into the 30. 
volume tank 9 and since the volume tank is large 
enough to hold the entire volume of fluid blown 
out at one stroke, the entire tubing will be cleaned 
of the fluid. The adjustable choke 2 is set so 
that the pressure within the tubing 8 will build 35 
up equal to the pressure in the casing 6 before 
all of the oil in the volume tank 9 has been 
expelled thru the choke. 
When the tubing and casing pressures are 

equalized, gas flow stops thru the gas line $3 and 40 
this allows: the bobber 48 to be lifted to its origi 
nal position against the flange 4 by the spring 
5d. Raising of the bobber 48 raises the piston 54 
to the position in Figure 4 thus shutting off the 
pressure in the pipe 43 from above the piston 60 45 
and opening communication between the tubes 
65 and 66. Since pressure in the control line 58 
is still atmospheric, the pressure from above pis 
ton 60 exhausts thru tube 65, circumferential re 
cess 55 and tube 66 into the control line 58. This 50 
allows for the spring 64 to raise the piston 60 
and unseat the cone valve 62 from its seat 63. 
Since the pressure in the tubing 8 at this time 
is equivalent to the casing pressure, opening of 
the cone valve 62 permits the pressure in the 55 
tubing 8to be transmitted thru the port 57 and 
contro line 58 into the chamber above the upper 
piston 23 thru the port 4. This pressure above 
the piston 23 causes the pressures to become 60 
equalized on both sides of the pistons 23 and 25 
and allows for the spring 30 to move the pistons 
23, 25 and 27 down to their original position and 
seat the valve disc 20. The ball valve 35 seats 
as soon as gas flow stops. Thus, all moving parts 65 
are returned to their original position before the 
slug of fluid is fully exhausted from the volume 
tank 9. The pressure in the tubing 8 forces the 
fluid out of the volume tank 9 into the flow line 

and when the last of the fluid has been ex- 70 
pelled thru the choke f2, the gas in the tubing 
will quickly flow out thru the choke so that the 
pressure in the tubing is again reduced to atmos 
pheric. With pressure in the tubing 8 and con 
municating parts reduced to atmospheric pres- 5 



4. 
Sure, the lift is in a condition for another cycle 
of Operation. 

In cases where the lift is employed in connec 
tion with wells where the gas injected into the 

5 casing 6 is obtained from the producing forma 
tion, the packer 70 is not employed and the oil is. 
permitted to build up in the casing to any suit 
able level between the nipple 40 and the upper 
end of the gas line 43. In other respects, the lift 

10 functions in a like manner as that described when 
the packer TO is required and an artificial gas 
pressure is employed. 
The by-pass 3 with the valve 4 provides a 

means whereby the lift may be stopped from 
15 Operation temporarily and it is not desirable to 

bleed the casing pressure down to atmospheric. 
To accomplish this, the valve 0 is closed and 
the valve f4 opened so as to equalize pressure in 
the casing and tubing. With these pressures 

20 equal, there will be no differential pressure to 
blow the slug of oil out of the tubing. Fluid will, 
however, be permitted to enter thru the choke 
nipple 40 until sufficient head has built up in the 
tubing 8 so as to raise the piston 25 and open the 

25 valve disc 20. Raising of the piston 25 will close 
the port 37 and stop further fluid from entering 
the tubing. To start operation again, it is mere 
ly necessary to close valve 4 and open valve O. 
By ejecting the column of oil from the tubing 

30 in a slug, a high oil velocity thru the tubing is 
obtained and this high velocity will tend to flush 
Out any paraffin deposits collecting in the tubing. 
Various changes in the shape, size and arrange 

ment of parts may be made to the form of in 
35 vention herein shown and described, without de 

parting from the spirit of the invention or the 
Scope of the following claims. 
I claim: 
1. In a gas lift for wells including a tubing, a 

40 fluid actuated control device on the lower end of 
the tubing and having a liquid inlet thru which 
liquid rises in the tubing, valve means in the 
control device operable upon a given head of 
liquid in the tubing to close the liquid inlet and 

45 admit air under pressure into the tubing beneath 
the column of liquid therein, and control valve 
means automatically operable by a back pressure 
in the tubing for providing a pressure differential 
upon the valve means in the control device to 

50 cause opening of the liquid inlet and shutting of 
entrance of gas to the tubing after the column of 
liquid has been ejected from the tubing. 

2. In a gas lift for wells including a tubing, a 
fluid actuated control device on the lower end of 

55 the tubing and having a liquid inlet submerged 
in the liquid to be lifted and thru which liquid 
rises in the tubing, valve means in the control 
device operable upon a given head of liquid in 
the tubing to close the liquid inlet and admit gas 

60 under pressure into the tubing beneath the col 
umn of liquid therein, a volume tank in com 
munication with the upper end of the tubing and 
having a choke opening to a flow line, and con 
trol valve means automatically operable by the 

65 back pressure in the tubing to actuate the waive 
means in the control device to cause opening of 
the liquid inlet and shutting off entrance of gas 
to the tubing after the column of liquid has been 
ejected from the tubing. 

70 3. In a gas lift for wells including a tubing, 
a fluid actuated control device on the lower end 
of the tubing and having a liquid inlet thru which 
liquid is permitted to rise in the tubing, valve 
means in the control device operable upon a 

S. given head of liquid in the tubing to close the 
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liquid inlet and admit gas under pressure into the 
tubing beneath the column of liquid therein, a 
volume tank in communication with the upper 
end of the tubing and having a choke opening 
to a flow line, and control valve means automati- 5 
cally operable upon equalization of pressure in 
the tubing with that of the gas Supply to actuate 
the Valve means in the control device to cause 
opening, of the liquid inlet and shutting off es 
cape of gas to the tubing after the column of 0 
liquid has been ejected from the tubing into the 
volume tank. 

4. In a gas lift for wells including a tubing, a 
fluid actuated control device on the lower end 
of the tubing having a liquid inlet thru which 15 
liquid is permitted to rise in the tubing and a 
gas inlet communicating with the lower end of 
the tubing, a check valve in the liquid inlet pers 
mitting flow of liquid to the tubing, a check valve 
in the gas inlet permitting flow of gas to the 20 
tubing, valve means in the control device op 
erable Upon?a given head Of liquid in the Casing 
to close the liquid inlet and admit gas under 
pressure into the tubing thru the gas inlet be 
neath the column of liquid in the tubing, a vol- 25 
ume tank at the upper end of the tubing and 
having a restricted outlet opening to a flow line, 
and control valve means automatically operable 
upon equalization of pressure in the tubing with 
that of the gas supply to actuate the valve means 30 
in the control device to cause opening of the 
liquid inlet and shutting off entrance of gas to 
the tubing after the column of liquid has been 
ejected from the tubing into the volume tank, 

5. In a gas lift for wells including a casing 35 
sealed at its upper end and a tubing within the 
casing, a fluid actuated control device on the 
lower end of the tubing and having a liquid in 
let thru which liquid passes from the casing and 
rises in the tubing, valve means in the control 40 
device operable upon a given head of liquid in the 
tubing to close the liquid inlet and admit gas 
under pressure from the upper portion of the 
casing into the tubing beneath the column of 
liquid therein, a volume tank into which the 45 
upper end of the tubing opens, a flow line for 
the tank, a choke in said flow line, and control 
valve means automatically operable thru equal 
ization of pressures in the tubing and casing to 
actuate the valve means in the control device 50 
and cause opening of the liquid inlet and shut 
ting of entrance of gas to the tubing after the 
column of liquid has been ejected from the tiub 
ing into the volume tank. 

6. In a gas lift for wells including a Casing 55 
sealed at its upper end and a tubing within the 
casing, a fluid actuated control device Operable 
upon a given head of liquid in the tubing to shut 
of entrance of liquid to the tubing and admit 
gas under pressure into the tubing beneath the 60 
column of liquid therein, and control valve means 
automatically operable upon equalization of pres 
Sures in the casing and the tubing to permit en 
trance of liquid into the tubing and shutting of 
entrance of gas to the tubing. 65 
. . In a gas lift for wells including a casing 
closed at its upper end and a tubing within the 
casing, a control device at the lower end of the 
tubing and having a liquid inlet thru which liq 
uld in the casing is permitted to rise in the tub- 70. 
ing, valve means in the control device operable 
upon a given head of liquid in the tubing to 
close the liquid inlet and admit gas under prese 
Sure in the casing into the tubing beneath the 
column of liquid therein, a volume tank for the 75 
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upper end of the tubing, a flow line from the tank, 
a choke in the flow line for providing a back 
pressure in the tubing, a control line between the 
tubing and COntrol device, and fluid presSure op 
erated valve means in the control line oper 
able when the pressure in the tubing equals cas 
ing pressure to permit actuation of the valve 
means in the control device for opening the liquid 
inlet and shutting off entrance of gas to the 
tubing. - 

8. In a gas lift for wells including a casing 
closed at its upper end, and a tubing within the 
casing, a fluid controlled device at the lower 
end of the tubing having a liquid inlet thru 
which liquid in the casing is permitted to rise in 
the tubing, a gas inlet communicating With the 
bottom of the tubing, tandem connected valve 
means in the control device operable upon a 
given head of liquid in the tubing to close the 
liquid inlet and open the gas inlet, a volume 
tank connected to the upper end of the tubing 
and having an adjustable outlet to a flow line, a 
gas line communicating with the gas inlet and 
extending vertically to the upper portion of the 
casing, a bobber in the gas line, a control line 
between the tubing and control device, and a con 
trol valve in the control line and controlled by 
said bobber to permit actuation of the tandem 
connected valve means for opening the liquid 
inlet and closing the gas inlet after the column 
of liquid has been ejected from the tubing into 
the volume tank. 

9, in a gas lift for Wells including a casing 
closed at its upper end and a tubing within the 
casing, a fuid controlled device at the lower 
end of the tubing having a liquid inlet thru which 
liquid in the casing passes and Irises in the tiub 
ing, a gas inlet thru the device to the tubing, 
tandem connected Valve means in the fluid con 
trolled device operable upon a given head of liq 
uid in the tubing to close the liquid inlet and 
open the gas inlet, a check valve in each of Said 
inlets permitting flow to the tubing, a volume 
tank for the upper end of the tubing and having 
an adjustable outlet opening to a flow line, a 
control line between the fluid controlled device 
and the tubing above the liquid level attained 
therein, a gas line communicating at its lower 
end with the gas inlet and having an Open upper 
end adjacent the upper end of the casing, a 
bobber in the gas line and moved downwardly by 
passage of gas, a fluid pressure operated valve 
in the control line, and means actuated by the 
bobber to control movement of the fluid pres 
sure operated valve for closing the control line 
while gas is being ejected into the tubing and 
opening the control line upon stopping of gas 
flow thru the gas line to permit actuation of the 
tandem connected valve means for opening the 
liquid inlet and closing the gas inlet. 

0. In a gas lift for wells including a Casing 
closed at its upper end and a tubing within the 
casing, a control device secured to the lower end 
of the tubing embodying a tubular valve body 
providing upper and lower cylinder portions, a 
valve seat between the cylinder portions, a piston 
movable in each cylinder portion, a shaft con 
necting the pistons, a valve disc on the shaft for 
engaging upon said seat, spring means normally 
urging the pistons downwardly and seating the 
valve disc, a liquid inlet into the valve body be 
neath the lower piston, a check valve in the inlet, 
a pipe forming communication between the bot 
tom of the tubing and the valve body below the 
lower piston, a passageway forming communi 

S 
cation between the pipe and the valve body be 
tween the valve disc and lower piston, a check 
valve in said passageway, a gas line opening into 
the valve body between the valve disc and upper 
piston, a control line opening into the valve body 5 
above the upper piston, a bobber in said gas line, 
said control line opening into the tubing adjacent 
the upper end, and fluid pressure operated valve 
means in the control line and controlled by said 
bobber to permit closing of said valve disc and 0. 
permit entrance of liquid into the tubing, Said 
liquid when rising to a given height in the tubing 
to cause opening of the valve disc. 

ll. In a gas lift for Wells including a casing 
closed at its upper end, and a tubing within the 15 
casing, a fluid controlled device at the lower end 
of the tubing having a liquid inlet thru which 
liquid in the casing is permitted to rise in the 
tubing, and a gas inlet, a check valve in the 
liquid inlet permitting flow into the tubing, pistOn 20 
Operated Valve means in the control device op-e 
erable upon a given head of liquid in the tubing 
to open the gas inlet and admit gas under pres 
sure in the casing into the tubing beneath the 
column of liquid therein and permit closing of 25 
the liquid inlet check valve, a volume tank con 
nected with the upper end of the tubing and 
having an adjustable outlet opening to a flow line, 
and control valve means automatically operable 
by a back pressure in the tubing to cause actua- 30 
tion of the valve means in the contro device for 
closing communication thru the gas inlet and per 
mitting opening of the liquid inlet valve after the 
column of liquid has been ejected from the tubing 
into the volume tank. 35 

12. In a gas lift for wells including a casing 
closed at its upper end, and a tubing within the 
casing, a fluid controlled device at the lower end 
of the tubing and having a liquid inlet thru which 
liquid in the lower portion of the casing is per- 80 
mitted to rise in the tubing, and a gas inlet, a 
packer Sealing the casing above the liquid inlet, 
means for admitting gas under pressure into the 
casing above the packer, a gas line providing com 
munication between the gas inlet and the casing 45 
above the packer, valve means in the control 
device operable upon a given head of liquid in 
the tubing to open the gas inlet and cause closing 
of the liquid inlet, a volume tank for the upper 
end of the tubing and having an adjustable Outlet 50 
opening into a flow line, and fluid pressure oper 
ated means controlled by passage of gas thru the 
gas line to cause actuation of the valve means 
in the fluid control device for closing the gas 
inlet and permitting opening of the liquid inlet 55 
after the column of liquid in the tubing has been 
ejected into the volume tank. 

13. In a gas lift for wells including a casing 
closed at its upper end, and a tubing within the 
casing, a fluid actuated control device at the 60 
lower end of the tubing and having a check valve 
controlled liquid inlet thru which liquid is per 
mitted to rise in the tubing, a packer sealing the 
casing above the control device, means for ade 
mitting gas under pressure into the casing above 35 
the packer, a gas line between the upper portion 
of the casing and the control device, valve means 
in the control device Operable upon a given head 
of liquid in the tubing to admit gas into the tub 
ing beneath the column of liquid therein and 70 
permit closing of the liquid inlet check valve, a 
volume tank for receiving the fluid in the tubing 
and having an adjustable outlet opening into a 
flow line, and fluid pressure operated means 
operable by a back pressure in the tubing for is 



controlling the valve means in the control de 
vice to cause closing of the passage of gas to the 
tubing and permitting opening of the liquid in 
let after the column of liquid in the tubing has 
been ejected into the volume tank. 

14. In a gas lift for Wells including a casing 
closed at its upper end, and a tubing within the 

O 

casing, a control, deyice at the lower end of the 
tubing having a gas inlet and a liquid inlet, said 
liquid inlet permitting liquid in the casing to rise 
in the tubing, a packer sealing the casing above 
the liquid inlet, valve means in the control device 
operable upon a given head of liquid in the tubing 
to open the gas inlet and permit closing of the 
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liquid inlet, a volume tank having an adjustable 
Outlet opening into a flow line, a pipe connecting 
the upper end of the tubing with the volume tank, 
a valve in said pipe, means for admitting gasun 
der pressure into the casing above the packer, 

- a valve controlled by-pass between the tubing and 
casing above the packer, and fluid pressure op 
erated means Operable by a back pressure in the 
tubing for controlling movement of the valve 
means in the control device to cause closing of lo 
the gas inlet after the column of liquid in the 
tubing has been ejected into the volume tank. 
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